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Ecco Stove performance evaluation 

 

It is of vital importance to the Ecco Stove team that we can back up what we know about 

how our product performs with factual evidence for our dealers and end users. As such 

when the opportunity arose to perform tests on the Ecco Stove with Birmingham University 

we jumped at the chance. 

The Aim 

The purpose of the tests were to decipher and prove how the stove is able to distribute 

balanced heat through the home in the unique manor that we had seen time and again.  

The Parameters: 

We would use the E678 model as an example in a poorly insulated stone built property with 

two floors. Thermocouples were positioned by the university throughout the home to test the 

ambient temperatures in each room and monitored by a university post graduate. In a 

completely separate test joss sticks were positioned through a second property to establish 

how the heat moved through the house. 
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The Results of the temperature: 

In the graph below you can see the heat distribution and retention over 12 hour time frames 

showing the average room temperatures heated by the Ecco Stove were between 22°c and 

27°c through the home. This showed a balanced and comfortable heat through the home 

from a single source. 

Ecco Stove E678 average room temperatures: 

 

The average room temperatures heated by the metal stove were between 13°c and 22°c 

showing a greater disparity. The metal stove warmed predominantly the area directly around 

it and leaving other rooms 16°c and below. 

Metal 9kw Stove average room temperatures: 

 

The Ecco stove was tested again separately at external temperatures between -6°c and -9°c 

to ensure the results were more than fair and gave temperatures through the home of 

between 18°c and 24°c still only showing a 6°c difference. (shown in 3 month study) 

The heat loss was also measure over a distance as you moved away from the stoves. With 

the Ecco stove there was a difference of 0.5°c at the mid-level heating point of the cycle 

from a distance of 1-7metres. With a metal stove over the same distance there was a 

difference of 3°c.  

This showed categorically that where a conventional metal stove was very good at heating a 

room it failed to properly heat the home, where as the Ecco Stove not only sent a balanced 
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heat through the home but also the ambient temperature was never too great in the initial 

room. 

Ecco Stove maintained the property at an average of 24°c for 3 days and refuelled 3 times in 

24 hours, whereas the metal stove maintained an average of 15°c through the house for 

only 2 days and required refuelling every 2 hours and produced no heat 1 hour after 

refuelling. 
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This was a 10 hour test and shows the heat through the ground floor area (not open plan) 

with the Ecco Stove (E580) situated in the kitchen.  

This also shows how the Ecco Stove copes with distance and changing levels. 

 

The Bathroom is the hardest area for the heat to penetrate having to pass from the kitchen, 

through the living room, up the stairs, through bedroom #1. The heat difference between the 

stove and the Bathroom (the furthest room) at 17:00 the temperature difference is only 5.5°c 

(about 1°c per room difference) with 6°c external temperature. 
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How? 

The final test carried out involved the joss sticks and examining the heat movement through 

the home via following the smoke trail. What was found was the hot air travelled at a high 

level as one would expect through each doorway connecting through the home simply by 

having open doors. Simultaneously as the air cooled it was drawn back to the stove through 

each door at a low level and consequently circulating and warming the air in the house. (As 

the diagram below shows) 

 

As the stove is continually heating the air the returning air is warm as opposed to cold giving 

a balanced temperature. 

Conclusion: 

Utilising the unique properties of silicon carbide and the design of the Ecco Stove we have 

proven that the home can be heated throughout at a balanced heat from a single source 

without the need for plumbing, ducting or electrics. With a slow distribution of heat the air is 

circulated and warmed as opposed to blasting with a short burst of heat generated from 

conventions wood burning stoves. 

 


